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10 
its �twin b[lother," according to some, or the Protagoras, or 

any of the other allegedly early 11 aporetic" dialogues need not 

concern usl1--let us turn now to questions of more than ancillary 

interest. 

Alas� Among those who move beyond such considerations in order 

to grapple with "what Plato said" (.12ace Paul Shorey)12 there is 

little agreement concerning the import of the Lysi£. Pohlenz, 

for example, declares that the scope of this work, like that of 
' " 13 the Phaedrus, is restricted to -;co: 1.0 L:V.OG t:pwG. Frankly I think 

that this statement does disservice to both dialogues. Von Arnim 

10. E.g. H. Mutschmann, "Zur Datierung des platonischen Lysis," 
�KP 35 (1918) 428-31 (see especially 430). Cf. von Arnim II (above� 
n. 4), who accords priority to the .1Y.§is. His list of 11Zwilline;bruderi" 
includes Gorp;ias and Meno, Symposium and Phaedo, Sop_gist and Poli ti.Q..!Ls• 

11. That the Lvsis could have been written during Socrates' life
time is no longer seriously entertained, since hardly a.nyone allows 
much credence to the anecdote recorded by Diogenes Laertius (3,35): 

�aO't ()s �ml Zwxpa't"fjV axoucravri;a 'L"OV l\:ucnv avayLyvwcrnoV'L"Os 
DA.ari;wvoG, "<HpaxA.t:tG," d,rct:'i'.v-2 "t)s noA.A.a µou xari;mj>eubt:8' 
f. ' 11 ) " \ 1 ' < ) )/ ';;' ' 
0 vt:av l.CJXOG. . O'lH( Ot\.Lya yap WV oux E LpfjXE .c..W��pO:'L"T]G. , t , yc:ypacpt:v O:'J'flP • 

Possibly the final statement is true, however, not only of the 1Ysis, 
but of the Platonic dialogues in general. Cf. Pohlenz II (above, n. ?) 
252. My own surmise is that the anecdote itself gre1-v out of the pre
occupation of the rhetorical schools with what this or that celebrity 
"might have said11 on this or that occasion (i.e. "How would Socrates 
have reacted, had he been present at a reci ta.tion of one of Plato's 
works?"). Cf. Wilamowi tz' suggested explanation of how an a.nti
Callimachean epigram (A� 11.275) came to be ascribed to Apollonius 
(Hellenistische Dichtung (Berlin 1924) II 97, cited with qualified 
approval in the course of my own discussion of the poem in questio:.1, 
TAPA 93 (1962) 162, n. 24). 

12. Shorey's book of the same name (Chicago 1933)(Shorey III) is 
useful, so far as it goes. But to find out 11Wha t Shorey said" about 
Plato and Platonism one must repair also to other of his works, notabJ.y 
"The Unity of Plato's Thought," University of C hic�gQ Decennia.l E�Q.1-i·· 
cations 6 (1903) 129-214 (Shorey I), a most salutary piece of writing, 
in my estimation. Shorey II, for our purposes (much that is relevant 
to Plato intervenas), is "The Alleged Fallacy in Plato's Ly sis 220E," 
C P  25 (1930) 380-83. 

13� Pohlenz I (above, n� 7) 370� See also n. 36 below� 
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enunciated to their satisfaction. 

Just before this, as a pair of slaves we.s arriving to guide 

his teen-aged interlocutors home from the gymnasium, Socrates 

reconsidered all the blind alleys into which their joint endeavor 

had strayed (222e3ff). The term awaiting explication, he notes, 

can be identified neither with 11the beloved 11 (ot cpL1'-ou1,1/f;,�;rqi,) nor 

with 11the loving11 (ol cpLl'.ouv't'EG). Both equivalences were ruled 

out in the course of Socrates' first talk with Menexenus ( 211 d6:rf). 

Nor can it be equated either with 11likes11 (ot 01wLoL) or with 

"unlikes 11 (o t 6:-vop.o Lo L ) • The one po ssi bili ty was disproved 

during the second conversation between Socrates and Lysis ( 213d6ff), 

the other in a.n ensuing discussion ( 215c3ff) into which Menexenus 

found himself drawn. Not even aqua tion with 11 the good11 ( o t 6:ya8o C) , 

which w·ould have so gla.ddened the soul of Socra,tes, could it only 

he.ve been upheld, turns out to be valid. Invalidity was an inevi-

table consequence of the previous determine.tion that, contrary to 

the supposition of many, rrlike is no friend to like11 (215a4ff). 

This catalogue of failure reaches a sort of climax with Socrates' 

men ti on of 11 those akin by na ture11 ( o t o i XE I: o t. ) , 22 unhappily dis-

mi ss ed from consideration only a short time before (once again the 

incompatibility of simile.rs turned out to be the stumbling block), 

despite what had seemed a promising start ( 221 83ff). 

Lest he try everyone's patience by extending the list further, 

Socrates classifies other discarded possibilities as 't'a aAAa ocra 

o t.EA11A.u8ap,ev: 11 all else that we have discuss ed11 ( 22285). Undoubtedly 

22. This expression originally denoted members of the same houss-
hold ( olxo' or otxCa), and was applied both to family and to retainers. 
Cf� below, p.23. Extension beyond the confines of the household to in
clude all who share some a.ffini ty is clearly indicated in the sugges
tion of Socrates that Lysis and Menexenus might be � u a E L n�L 
oLnetot vis�.§.-yis one another. 
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he has in mind "the evil" ( o t xax o C), no sooner mentioned than 

rejected out of hand (214b3_d7),23 8.s we11· 8.s ¥,the morally neutral," 

" th · l" ( ( , ' e , , , ) 24 o se who are neither good nor ev1 o L !LiJ'"L"E aya o t p.i]'t"E 1mHo L . , 

initially brought into the discussion during Socrates' second inter

view with Menexenus (216clff). 

up to now I have refrained from e.cknowledging just what it was 

that Socrates and his companions were so anxious to define. I have 

done so deliberately in the hope that a few misconceptions might be 

cleared up in the interim. The _1ysis, like a number of apparently 

early dialogues, poses a crucial question which may be reduced to 

the formula "What is X?" "What is courage?" (avopE Ca) Socrates asks 

in the Laches. In the Charmides he raises a similar query regarding 

temperance (crwcppocn5vi]). 25 

There exists, however, another type formule.ically expressible as 

"Is X Y?" One rather noteworthy insta.nce is she.red between the 

Protac;oras and the Meno: 

7 
� ' apa u t.omnov 

23. However, 11evil11 in another 
agent) figures very �rominently in 
below, pp. 24 and 28) before being 
sideration. 

sense ('"C"� xax6v as a causative 
later discussion (217a3ff; see also 
eliminated altoge�her from con-

24. T. Becker, 11Zur Erklarun� vqn P�ato� Ly�is," Rl;ilQlogus Ln 
(1882) 284-308, who translates '"L"O !-111'"L"E aya8ov !HJ'"L"E xaxov as "d-as Indif
ferente11 (p. 299), expresses astonishment that A. Westermayer (I have 
not yet been able to lay hands on a copy of the latter's Der Lvsis de§ 
Plato zur EinfilhrunR in das Verstandnis d�r sokratischen Dia.loge 
(Erle.ngen 187511--apparently-hisfavorite whipping-boy,-a.s Pohlenz wa.s 
von Arnim's (cf. above, n. 7 and pp� 4f with nn.)--would have the 
temerity to regard 11das relativ Gute" as an accurate interpretation 
of the original. 

25. R. Robinson, .flato� Earlie!_'. Dia)-ectic2 (Oxford 1953) 49, 
would add the Euth:y:Qhro, where''the Holy" ('"C"o oO'Lo\I) and the Hippia.§. 
,Na.ior, where "the Beautiful" ('t'o xaA.ov) is to be defined. He disjoins, 
however, the .Gon�ia.§_, Meno., and Republic I (he too, like so many pre
vious scholars, prefers to classify the last as a separable ''early 
dialogue") on the griound that all three "abandon the question 'llhat is 
X?' for the question 'Is X Y?'" (concerning which :batt"enj 's·<:rn below). 
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goal - which remains always in view to Plato and Platonists, no matter 

how much else must be abandoned as dialectically unacceptable.90 

90. "Das Nichstigste Ergebnis des Ly sis," observes Horn (above, 
n. 18) 118, 11ist mi thin die Feststellung des absoluten Werthes des 
G uten • • •  " He adds, and I should agree, that the L:vsis does not de
serve the subordinate r6le usually assigned it. In view of the status 
of the Good as the cornerstone of Plato's ethics and in view of the 
frequency with which this dialogue is echoed in later Platonic works, 
there may be considerable justifica.tion for Horn's claim that the 
Lysis lays the e;roundwork for the whole Platonic Corpus. Huit (above, 
n. 63) 64r, however, sca.les down the positive content of the dialoe;ue 
to a view of friendship as "la tendance commune de deux ames semblables 
et differents vers le bien souverain. '' 

•• lliilil ........ ________________ �����-
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